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ite edition burnt to a cd and then installed using wubi on an ext4 formatted 80gb partition as per usual. how do i upgrade the
kernel from terminal? adac, I didn't know that there's a bad kernel version for Ubuntu LTS. So why are there always so many
users who are affected by that? satanx7: do you have apt? satanx7, if you want to do that, go to the package manager and install
the new version or a new kernel version what the heck are ubuntu phone!!!!!!!!! nope, i just installed from x64 version
momentum, since beginning, linux kernel was not very stable satanx7: i'd guess it'd work like this, satanx7, then you can go to
the package manager of ubuntu and install the new version of the kernel !phone | kelvinella kelvinella: Ubuntu for phone has
been announced, see to find out more and to sign up for progress updates. Discussion is in #ubuntu-phone blackshirt, was that
before or after when ubuntu was developed? adac, how do i get the new version? or is that a bad idea momentum, before
momentum, before... momentum, there are always bugs and bugs are being fixed adac, I guess I'm going to upgrade to 12.04.1
and then upgrade to 12.10 right? also...you can make your own ubuntu-phone without using ubuntu i have made one, it works
fine momentum, and it was unstable even with stable gentoo satanx7, you go to the software center and install the kernel version
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